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„Protein bioinformatics III“
Retrieving protein sequences from databases (Uniprot: FASTA formate)

Computing amino-acids compositions, molecular weight, isoelectric point, and other parameters (SMS)

Prediction of proteases cutting (PeptideCutter)

Predicting elements of protein secondary structure, signal peptide, transmembrane helix

Finding 3-D structure 

Finding all proteins that share a similar sequence

Finding evolutionary relationships between proteins, drawing proteins’ family trees

Computing the optimal alignment between two or more protein sequences

…



Pairwise alignment
Global alignment – aligns full length sequence

Local alignment – aligns part of the sequences that fit best 

  (eg similar domains comparison, repetitive sequences…)

BLAST-part of the results is pairwise alignment



Needle

Pairwise alignment- Global



Pairwise alignment- Local



Pairwise alignment- Local (visualization)



Try pairwise alignment.
(global and local)

Hw:Compare „your“ sequence (human) with 
sequence from mouse (Mus musculus).

How similar are these proteins? 

Practical part 



Practical part - results
Global a. (Needle)    Local a. (Laling)



Multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
=The alignment of more than two sequences

The goal of MSA is twofold:  
◦ Aligning corresponding regions of the sequences

◦ Revealing positions that are conserved

The main steps to a useful MSA require
◦ Choosing the right sequences

◦ Choosing the right MSA method

◦ Interpreting the alignment



An Example of Conserved Positions: 
(The Serine Proteases Active Site)

Active Site



„Evolution in a Nutshell“
Amino acids mutate randomly

Mutations are then selected (accepted) or counter-selected (rejected)

If a mutation is harmful, it is counter-selected

◦ It disappears from the genome

◦ You never see it

Mutations of important positions (such as active sites) are almost always harmful

You can recognize important positions because they never mutate!

MSAs reveal these conserved positions



An Example of Conserved Positions: 
(The Serine Proteases Active Site)

Active Site



Using MSA:



Gathering Sequences with BLAST
The most convenient way to select your sequences for comparison is to use a BLAST server

➢Homework 3. : 5 ) Find and download five similar sequences.

remove brackets [ ]



Gathering Sequences with BLAST

√

√

√

→change sequences  (FASTA) names into organism only



Aligning Your Sequences
Aligning sequences correctly is very difficult

◦ It’s hard to align protein sequences with less than 25% identity (70% identity for DNA)

All methods are approximate

Alignment methods use the progressive algorithm

◦ Compares the sequences two by two

◦ Builds a guide tree

◦ Aligns the sequences in the order indicated by the tree



Alignment: MultAlin
http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/

Substitution matrix: PAM/BLOSUM

http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/




Alignment: NCBI/COBALT



Alignment:  Clustal Omega

All sequences in  fasta formate



Alignment:  Clustal Omega

(*) conserved amino acids
(:) amino acids with similar size and hydrophobicity
(.) amino acids with similar size or hydrophobicity



Alignment:  Clustal Omega

(*) conserved amino acids
(:) amino acids with similar size and hydrophobicity
(.) amino acids with similar size or hydrophobicity



Alignment:  Clustal Omega

„Newick“ formate

Phylogenetic tree





Try multiple alignment.

Download five similar sequences from 
different organisms. (Hw3)

Practical part 



„advanced“ phylogeny analysis



„advanced“ phylogeny analysis



Try building the phylogeny tree using 
phylogeny.org

Compare the trees

Practical part 



3-D protein structure: PDB

practical example



Try PDB.

Find out if your sequence has a 3D 
structure.

Practical part 



Enzyme database: Brenda



Protein interactions



Protein interactions



Look into the specific databases
Does your protein have any interaction partners?

Is your protein an enzyme? Find E.C. (Hw)



„Protein bioinformatics III“
Retrieving protein sequences from databases (Uniprot: FASTA formate)

Computing amino-acids compositions, molecular weight, isoelectric point, and other parameters (SMS)

Prediction of proteases cutting (PeptideCutter)

Predicting elements of protein secondary structure, signal peptide, transmembrane helix

Finding 3-D structure 

Finding all proteins that share a similar sequence 

Finding evolutionary relationships between proteins, drawing proteins’ family trees

Computing the optimal alignment between two or more protein sequences

…



1) Compare your sequence  with the „same“ sequence from mouse, how identical are they?

2) Prepare multiple alignment of the five sequences from Hw3, snip the phylogeny tree.

3) Does your sequence have any isoforms (search in Uniprot)? Align them.  

4) Is there a 3D structure? Snip one figure.

5) Is your protein an enzyme? Find E.C.

E.g use „výstřižky“

➢Compile in „one note“ (or word, or pdf)

Homework 4

„snipping tool“

Work with „your“ protein.



Homework 4:example
Porovní proběhlo v celém rozsahu obou proteinů.



Protein bioinformatics
 I-III

SUMMARY AND EXAMPLES



Ex1: DHRS7
Find two human DHRS7 sequences: DHRS7B (AAH09679.1) and DHRS7C (AAI47025.1) 

Run pairwise alignment. How identical are these two proteins?



Ex1: DHRS7
Find two human DHRS7 sequences: DHRS7B (AAH09679.1) and DHRS7C (AAI47025.1) 

Run pairwise alignment. How identical are these two proteins?



Ex2: NQO1 isoforms
Find in Uniprot sequences of human NQO1 isoforms and align them. 

How many isofroms are there?

Compare the output to description of each isoform, is it correct?



Ex2: NQO1 isoforms
Find in Uniprot sequences of human NQO1 isoforms and align them. 

How many isofroms are there?

Compare the output to description of each isoform, is it correct?

◦ Hint: Uniprot ID: P15559, on the left sequence  (3), download fasta formates and align them using 
eg.multalin, description is below each isoform (i2:140-173: Missing.) 



Ex3: sequence identification
What is the proposed function of unknown protein? (Ex3 in Moodle)

What organism does it come from?

Does the „unknown sequence“ have any transmembrane helices?



Ex3: sequence identification
What is the proposed function of unknown protein? (Ex3 in Moodle)

What organism does it come from?

Does the „unknown sequence“ have any transmembrane helices?
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